
Session 4 – Recipe 
Stories



Recipes are a great way to engage

But…

A recipe is just a recipe if that’s how 
you present it

Too many recipes are the same – can 
be found anywhere

Your story make them different

Understand what a recipe says about 
you – don’t try to compete where you 
can’t



What Recipes Should Do
Illuminate who you are and what you 
do or know

Provide an easier what to tell a story

Allow reader to use more than one 
sense

Inspire

Make a point better than words, in 
some cases



Remember when 
you learn something 
– don’t assume 
other don’t know it

Or that they will 
have the love for the 
information that you 
do



If using someone else’s recipe, even if 
you have adapted it a bit – give them 
credit 

– say “Adapted from… 

The story can be how and why you 
changed it

When does a recipe become yours? 

When you changes several ingredients 
or amounts



There’s some debate about this

Some people think their recipe is like 
the invention of the wheel

It’s not

Some people work hard on a recipe –
generally it’s because they don’t know 
what they’re doing

They’re learning what’s already known 
the hard way



Generally, those who are so territorial are not 
food people 

They’re to attached to the recipe or they want 
people to put their name on your site

Legally, just one ingredient needs to be different

The method needs to be re-written (within 
reason)

But what you do depends on the story you want 
to tell



Types of Stories For Recipes
Nutrition story – most common – least 
interesting unless it’s something new

Story about how you discovered the 
recipe

Story from your past related to the 
recipe

Story about your healing journey and 
the recipe’s connection to it

Story about a clients journey and the 
recipe connection



Types Continued…
Story about why you have an interest 
in the food in the recipe 

Story about why the recipe means so 
much to you

Story about traveling and discovering 
the recipe

The story is often the “feature” or 
solution

Allows you to tell a human story – so 
they see you’re like them



Every time you go to post a recipe ask 
yourself:

Why did you choose this recipe

Was it an ingredient(s)?

Because you love it?

Because it helped you or someone in 
some way

Or what it helped you learned



Coming up with content is easier if you 
tell a story with a recipe

The recipes does the heaving lifting

The story can be short

But it needs to be interesting

And it can be engaging – asking others 
you their comments is easy for people 
to do


